Selfie Scavenger Hunt
All Aboard - grab some friends and get a
pic before the bus leaves

Rocky Statue - This selfie is a must! Pose with the
beloved fictional son of the City of brotherly love

City Hall - Make sure to capture our epic City
Hall. Can you spy our City’s Founder, William
Penn? His statue is the tallest atop any building
in the world

Rocky Steps - Are you up for the challenge? Run
the steps and snap a pic with your arms raised

Show your Love - Strike a pose at one of
Philly’s most iconic pieces of art
Ben Franklin Parkway - Be a photog at the grand
entrance to the Parkway. The flags lining the Parkway
represent countries with significant populations
in our city. It may be hard to see but the Finland
flag is among them
All Hail the Clothespin - Dedicated in 1976 - America’s
bicentennial year - look closely at the “spring” as
it resembles the “76” (America was founded on
July 4, 1976)
of
Reading Terminal Market - you may want to take
a quick selfie outside one of the oldest & largest
public markets in the United States
Be a Pig - get a selfie with Philbert the Pig. The official
mascot of Reading Terminal Market

Washington Fountain - Grab a pic at this statue
which was first unveiled in 1897. Sitting on top is
Gen. George Washington who became our first
President in 1789
Independence Visitor Center - Lots of photo ops
to be had at the Visitor Center. There’s a welcome
video that is worth watching & a great souvenir
shop but definitely snap a selfie with Ben Franklin
The Liberty Bell - Pose with what many consider
to be the most iconic symbol of American
Independence
Independence Hall - while Philly is the birthplace
America this building is where it all came together be sure to capture where our founders signed the
Declaration of Independence
Elfreth’s Alley - Capture a selfie on our nation’s
street. Along this cobblestone alleyway you’ll find
32 houses that were built between 1720 & 1836

Please upload pics to Twitter/Facebook/Instagram

#2Nations1Goal

